Gigabit Wi-Fi Access Points - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Gigabit Wi-Fi Access Points in US$ Million. The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, and Rest of World.

Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2014 through 2020. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

The report profiles 50 companies including many key and niche players such as -

Aerohive Networks, Inc.
Aruba Networks Inc.
Belkin international Inc.
Cisco Systems, Inc.
D-Link Corporation
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AirSonics Introduces Multi-Use GXT 5G Gigabit Wi-Fi Extender and BWaVE™

SiBEAM Introduces SB6501 and SB6510 UltraGig™ and RF Transceiver Chipset

Sagecom Launches Novel Range of Products from OneBox and Advanced 4K STB

SYSTEMSEVEN Introduces New Gigabit Wireless Internet

Linksys Introduces EA8500 Wi-Fi Router

Xirrus Launches Xtreme Density (XD) Wi-Fi Highest Density WFi APs

DAVOLINK Unveils Gigabit Wi-Fi AP and WLAN Controller

ZyXEL Introduces WAC6500 Range of 802.11ac Wi-Fi APs
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Intel Demonstrates Wireless Gigabit Technology for Cable-Free Experience
AirTight Networks Introduces AirTight C-65 Gigabit Wi-Fi
NETGEAR Unveils NETGEAR AC750 Wi-Fi Range Extender
Mimosa Launches B5 Gigabit Wi-Fi Backhaul Radio
D-Link Introduces DIR-800L Wireless AC1900 Wi-Fi Dual-Band Gigabit Cloud Router
Vitesse Launches SparX-IV Suite
Xirrus Launches Wireless Architecture with Series of Upgradable Multi-Radio 802.11ac Wave 1 Solutions
WildPackets Introduces Omni Distributed Analysis Platform
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Apple to Introduce MACs with Gigabit Wi-Fi
Aruba Networks Introduces Aruba 220 Series Access Points
LitePoint Unveils LitePoint® IQxel160
TriQuint Semiconductor Launches Gigabit Wi-Fi and 4G RF modules
Meru Introduces Meru AP832 Gigabit Wi-Fi AP in the Middle East
Xirrus Launches XR-630 Dual-Radio 802.11ac Solution with ACEmpress
Ubiquiti Networks Unveils UniFi 3.0 Wi-Fi Platform
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Zebra Technologies Corporation (US)
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